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Abstract
The theory elaborated in ref. 1 and 2 is applied to the calculation of
the liquid water wide-band (0 < /crn < 1000) dielectric spectra. These
comprise the Debye relaxation region at the centimetre/millimetre wavelengths
and the two-humped absorption coefficient frequency dependence in the far
infrared (FIR) region.
It is supposed that a major part of H20 molecules, called EL]- particles
or EL]- molecules, are bonded by relatively strong H-bonds; [LI - molecules
perform librations of relatively small amplitude ( is about 20 ). The
remaining molecules called i-molecules have more rctational / translational
mobility.
A new microscopic molecular confined rotator / dole well potential (CR DWP)
model of liquid water is developed.
The contributions of EL]- and ER]- molecules to the cornpex permittivity o are
found on the basis of the confined rotator (CR) and the double well potential
(DWP) models, with rectangular and cos2e intermolecular potential profiles,
respecti vely.
It is shown that the CR/DWP model gives a good description of
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the Debye relaxation and a qualitative description of the FIR dielectric
spectra of water.
1. INTRODUCTION
As was shown previously [3,4,5] , it is possible to use microscopic
models of molecular reorientations for the study of the dielectric relaxation
in liquids. In this approach the complex dielectric susceptibility x() and
permittivity (w) are described by simple analytical expressions. The main
suggestion of the above theory, namely, that tzoruç. ceLLon-i o mo-Le.cLde4
aie jze9cucZc/ a thJantcLnou’J, seems to be more or less acceptable for the
gaseous state but its applicability is not quite evident for liquids.
Indeed it was shown by applying in ref.[6] memory function formalism to
the Gordon 3-diffusion model that for LuLcL’i the co t-j-Lon -ziine TC xceeci
the ançu-Lc&z momerLtura Ce ea--en t-une The result > was also
obtained in ref. 1 for the instantaneous collision approximation, if Tc
denotes a mean half-period of a librational/rotational motion in a
conservative potential U, which describes an intermolecular interaction of a
given dipole with its neighbours. For a strongly absorbing liquid such as
CH3F the time Tc was shown to be approximately twice the lifetime -r, where the
latter denotes a lifetime of the environment of a given polar molecule. This
environment determines a steady-state law of motion and the potential U
itself.
Following the approach described in ref. 2 we envisage in this article
a more complex situation. We suppose that -iwo poentiaLi U1 and U2 control
reorientations. Using the field model with a cos2o- potential profile, for
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which the simplified description of the dielectric response was given in
ref. .1., we shall calculate the complex dielectric permittivity () and
absorption coefficient a(w) of liquid water.
Indeed according to ref. 4,7,8 it is reasonable to consider in water Jwo
/thd o oenaorLa-L moton with the corresponding respective potentials
U1 and U2. The first potential U1 describes the librational motion of a major
part of H20 EL]- molecules. These comprise a hydrogen-bonded net and they are
responsible for the main (“librational”) absorption peak near 700 cm . The
second potential U2 is responsible for the translational” absorption peak
near 200 cm and causes rotation of the remaining [RI- molecules having
greater rotational/translational mobility.
It should be noted that other conceptions also exist on the nature of
the translational absorption band [4] but unfortunately these do not give a
consistent description of the wide-band dielectric spectra (u) and a(w) of
liquid water. Hence in the present investigation we 1uppoie -tha- a-U -the w-Lc/e—baizcZ
(0 < v/cm < 1000) pe&’za wae oae om
Q7 pocu me-Lectdei.
The main purposes of the present study are:
i) to achieve a close açzeemen between the calculated and
experimental spectra in the low-frequency region of the Debye relaxations
ii) to express the free parameters of a molecular model in terms of
molecular constants, parameters of the Debye relaxation and the frequencies
L and R of translational and librational peaks in the FIR region
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iii) to reduce, as jar as possible the number Cf the free
paramtir of our nodel; to simplify ard foxnaIize th Drooerur of
their evauaion;
iv) to compare the previous confined rotator/extended
diffusion (C3J) model [8) with the ocnfineti rotator/double well
potential (C/DWP) microscopic model of water in order to evaluate
the value of intermolecular fieldr which influence the dipolar
CR3—particles.
In the CR model Ll) .] the CL] —molecules are regarded as
librating between two elasUoally reflecting walls duringlifetime
i. This time and. the angular distance 2 between walls (3 is the
libration amplitude) are the free parameters of the CR model. Thus.
the CR model is characterized by an infinitely deep rectangular
potential well.
The simplified theory [1,10) of the DWP model with the tT(i) =
tI(1
—
co profile is applied to £R)—inoiecuies, e being the
angle between the vector L of the dipole moment and the syetry
axis Z of the potential U(’e), which is supposed to exist diring
some lifetime in a small local—order volume of a liquid. This
potential profile comprises two wells with oppositely directed
static fields near,,<oottome of the wells7 whith correspond to the
angles ‘) = 0 and. = Thc we mean that the potential function
tT(’) is characterized by the local anisotrpy The dielectric
response to reorientation of polar molecules is described by the
complex susceptibility x(w). For an isotropic medium (this is a
situation of liquid water) we get the resultant value of x(w)
after the averaging of the dielectric response over all possible Z
directions is made.
Previously only the following limiting cases of this DF model
were used in the study of liquid water spectra:
a) the extended diffusion (ED) model for ER] - molecules, freely
rotating between strong collisions [4], and
b) the elastic bond (EB) model for EL]- molecules which were supposed
[10,11] to librate in the parabolic potential U a with constant angular
frequency.
In both approaches, a) and b), the nonlinear law of motion
contribution to the susceptibility x(w) is neglected. We may suppose that the
CR/DWP model may give a better description of the liquid water spectrum than
that in ref. 8, and may also provide some information about the intermolecular
field existing in water. Since the lifetime TR of ER] - molecules is rather
small, an approximation for DWP model, given in ref. 1, is applicable.
In Sec. 2 we summarize the results of the theory, which later are used
for the calculation of the dielectric spectra. In Sec. 3 a method to make an
a pizov. estimate of some of the free parameters of a molecular model by
employing physical reasoning and experimental data is set forth. Some details
of these estimations are given in the Appendix A. In Sec. 4 and 5 we present
the results of our calculations. In Appendix B the empirical Liebe, Hufford,
Manabe (LHM) formula [12] is presented for the complex permittivity (w) of
water. This formula is used in the present investigation in order to simplify
the comparison results of our theory with experiment and to evaluate some
molecular parameters of the CR/DWP model.
2. CONFINED ROTATOR/DOUBLE WELL POTENTIAL (CR/DWP) MODEL
As in ref. 1 and 5 the following formulae are used:
w
a()
= cn(w) = 4 Irn /
*()
, (2.1)
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(E*
- n2) (2* + n2) = (2.2)
where (2.1) relates the absorption coefficient a( ‘ ) to the complex
permittivity and (2.2) relates the latter to the complex susceptibility
x(v). Here the star denotes the complex conjugate:
= x() ± ix”(), x() = x’() - ix’()
since
*( ) = ( ) + i ‘I ( ) , ) = ( ) — ( )
the refractive index n(w) is given by n(w) = Re [/‘TT ] and n is the
value of n(w) in the infrared region.
In the course of these investigations we consider the upepo’itorLcd
cczctdaLLon 4cizer, [2,7], in which the susceptibility x*L) is Lth’t4.
related to the susceptibilities x(\) and x() of the two-potential state
of a prescribed molecular model; x1 and x2 correspond to the potentials U1
and U2 and these are determined by the -ipectta-L ncLton L1 and L2 of each
model. These represent the dielectric response to the izeçudaiz ( pe’zLocLLc
rotational motion of a dipole in a corresponding potential well. For the
Debye collision model [2,4], where the induced distribution function F depends
expLLcLt-L on the relaxation time Tp , the resultant susceptibility X is
given by [2]:
x*(x)
= x(x) + x(x) , (2.3a)
TD1/Tl
L (z ) (1 + (2.3b)l-w
T IT
x*(x)Gr L (Z ) l + D2 2 (2.3c)2 2 2 2 l_iwTD2 J
Here G = 2N/ (3kBT), kB is the Boltzmann constant, p is a dipole moment of a
molecule in o liquid, N is the concentration (number density) of polar
molecules, and T is the temperature we denote by N1 and N2 the numbers of
and ¶R]- particles, respectively, so that
N1 + N2 = N
and the ratio of the numbers of the two classes of particles is r1 : r2, where
r1 = N1/N , r2 N2/N.
It will be convenient to express r2 as r, so that r1 i
We denote by Thl and TD2 relaxation times related to
associated with the subscripts 1 and 2. Similarly we
complex frequencies z1 and z2 by
z1 = x +1y1, z2 x + 1y2, x =
‘1 and T2 are lifetimes in states EL] and ER]
moment of inertia. It should be noted that the
(2.3b) and (2.3c) represent the dielectric respon
oa-boncd molion in liquid, just in the same way
the Debye theory [13] of the rotational diffusion.
For EL ]- mo-1ecu-Le4
L1(z) = 5nLnW,
where
8f2 sin2
[—
(nf)] zf
(n2-f)
) Zn =
=
, E1 () = Jexp(-t)tdt.
For R -,no-Lecu-Le-i, I .e. for the c/otth utL oo tLcd moc/eL the
following approximation for L(Z) is valid [1]:
L2(z)
= 2LDWP (Z2), LDWP(z) = L(z) + L(z) + L(z),
____ ______
/21
(2.7)
2exp(-uJ2)(l-exp(7u/6))
L(z)
= pi(u)
2eU
L(z)
=
__ _
I
_ __ __
\F10(U) 2p/
s expressible as 1-r.
the subensembles
define the normalized
= n/T12, =BT),
respectively, and I is the
terms in brackets
[..J
in
se to the thao-tLc (&zownthn)
as this response appears in
I . e. for the conLrLed oczoiz mocle-L ([4] Table 4.1)
Ln(Z) = 1 + zexp(-z)E(-z),
2
(2.5)
(2 I
where
V exp(u)
L(z) =
p10 ( u) r l-(l+3u/2)e32 l-(l+3u/2
+ 9u2/8)e3U
L p2 - z2 2p(4p - z2)
Fl (1)fl+l
I — + 2ib
________
Lb n = 1 (n - lb)2
S2exp(-S)dS
-
1 (2.8)
(2.9)
and = p2/2; b = z/p. The multiplier 2, relating L2 and LDWp, is
used in order to describe approximately the rotation/libration in
-
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2iDe in terms of thtf theory1 elaborated for planar motion [1,10).
The field. jarameer p ie relad fo he potential Well depth U
1/2
0
Ti/kj (a.lo)
In this section we replace p by p and U by . It should be noted that
(2.6) is applicable only if the lifetime is sufficiently small or if the
normalized frequency y is sufficiently large, namely if Io
y2(4p)! (2.11)
In a particular case of free roDaDon during lifetime T2, we
must put p = 0, and the DWP model transforms to the extended
diffu.Eion (ED) model. The exact (for rotation in space)
expression for L(z) is given by ref. 4, p.78, formula (T4.5), namely,
L2(z ) = I +2exp(—z)E1(—z, (2.12)
3. EVALUATION OF A FREE PARAM1!ERS OF A MICROSCOPIC MODEL
Using formulae of Sec.2 , we have calculated dielectric
fl
spectra of liquid water at T = 300K4 the results will be given in
Seo.4 The dipole moment o a molecule in a liquid was related
to that () of an isolated molecule by the equation f51
(n2÷2’/3 , (3.1)
oP.() /
where the faofor is close o unity.
Jh ts in bhe CR/DWP model we have 8 f tD fng prcmeters:
(3, G1,
‘D 2’
T2 D2
and. . (3.2)
for rLJ-mDlecule for rRJ—mo7,etle8
We find or evaluate these from he following stipulations
a) Putting the frequency x = 0 in (2.2) and in (2.3), we may
relate some combination of parameters (3.2) to the Kirkwood
correlation factor g:
—9—
___
_
7• /? ‘ 1—.
= (1—r’)[1
+
;:t;__ (1.j ) + ru + l• j -
wht,r’e
/ .- — _2
— IL. II,i— -t- Ii.
,q co w’
2 =
,—.
i27r G
S
and is the static pernittivity
S
b) In the Debye relaxation region the frequencies are comparatively low and we
may put x 0 in the argument of the spectral functions.Then in the end of
the
(hye i’elaxat ion rion w may put for’rnally WtDT in eq. (2.3) arid
in eq. (2.2). Hence we get anolher equation
9-
2 = (1 ‘‘ ‘‘;i )+rI +
—
1’ 2’ (3.5)T’ ) Li1 1., T
2
2
where
—
r2’(2F + n6)
00’ .X) 00
12w G
(33)
o) Using the resul 1s of ref , where the time dependence
(t) of the orientational autooorrelation function of water was
calculated, and other physical reasoning we may regard the
relaxation time 9 of tL)—molecculee to be close to the
experimental value ç. Thus, putting
=
we may rewrite
equations (3.3) and (3.5) inthorm:
—l
=
(1— r)7 (77J )L(g
—
g) , (3.7)
T2
r
= [ g1 - L1 (;j) ] [ [ + J212 - () j (3)
quatons (3.7)jc(3.8) pernit,to express the two free model
parameters through other (experimental, or molecular) known
quantities. A number of other estimates may be made frmn from physical
considerations (see Appendix A).
LibraDon cnpUtude 3 am!
cib.9orpt on pa2 c ii CR mode 1:
(3/2)cvr1 (3.9)
—
/ / .3 /2 / (3.10)
I-i
—10 —
vhere is the libration peak frequency.
F1.e74 parrnerer p. absorpti.om peak aR ann bandzvtdt1i ar the
Zeue 1/2 Ln DWP mocieZ:
p i [(2’7cv) — ¶2)1/2 =
where ZR = r
‘ 2GT_(C77TY’ (3.12)
i 2 (tcR 2 . ç.13)
As a roigh apprcximation we may relate VRtO the frequencies yR
and v(amin), the latter being the frequency of a minimum absorption
between the two absorption peaks a and a,. in water:
R= 2Cv(a1 ) - vJ.
(3.14)
Finally, according to ref.7 we may accept the approximate relation
k 1.18 (35)
for substitution into (3.t ).
These estimations and equations (3.7),(3.8) greately simplify the determination
of the fitting constants (/.2) of our molecular model.
4. RESULTS OF CALCULATION
Experimental data and molecular constanrs used in our calculations
are presented
in Table , while the results of these calculations are summarized
in Table 2
and Fig.1—5.
By employing a number of estimations (the solution of transcendental equations
(3.7) and (3.8) was obtained by an iteration procedure) we found that we actually ha
to fit only the three parameters t D ‘r of a CR/DWP model. These were
‘Z2 men
fitted for good agreement of the theoretical
and experiYtal spectra a() ) in the
far IR region. As a result it was shown that the lifetime r
must be taken close to
thw life time , that is, lifetimes of both kinds of rotational motion are equal o
nearly equal. We see from Fig.4 that the curve labelled , which corresponds to
= 0 gives better agreement with experiment (curve 4) than does curve 2,
the
for which
‘[ 0. Thus it would seem thatf6n1y one Debye
relaxation process exists in liquid water, and it is determined by EU —molecules,
Table 1. Molecular constants and experimental data: liquid water
at T=300K
Lo leou.lar Parameters of Parameters
constants Debye relaxation of FIR spectra
(from £12]) in cm (from [1 4])
I = 1 .483’10°g’cm2 s = 77.66 = 200
p = I g’crn3
= .211 = 1445
= 1.8410
0 OGSEunits =788
D
v =6T0
L(1.84 Debye)
,,
= 3308n=1,T s23.52
= 18
= 0.2 8 = 1311
va )=260
mm
= 530
J-
Table 2. Parameters of microscopic CR/DWP and CR/ED iwdels.
Liquid water, T = 300 K
Variants Parameters OR/DWP CR/
¶, ps 0.156 0,151
z’iantA
:::2
p 1.45 -
variant B , ps 0.155 0.151
t2
r, % 5.76 8.34
p 1.57
DT.38 Z2Z___
Thus we consider two calculational schemes:
5ch21712 A: ‘ç, lifetime is determined
from eq.(3.7)
(3.6) while the lifetime ‘ and the field. parameter
p2 are fitted.
Scheme B. = •“ calculated from eq. (3 5 ), ii)
From Fi.g.1 it is seen that the values of the
proportion r and
c4
lifetime ¶ obtained from the solution
r)f the
actually give the correct cte8crtpt?0Ti of the Debje reZazation
apectT’tilfl if we use (in obtaining this solution) the expe
rimental
values of the parameters , 6 and . Eer
e points represent
results of calculations based on the Liebe—Eiif
ford—Maflabe empirio2
formula £12], see Appendix B. it is important
that such a
coincidence is obtained quite “automatically”
From Fig.2,3, where the frecuency dependencies of absorption
ct(v), real and imaginary parts of the perrnittivity €(v) are
depicted, we see that FIR region of the arectrum the theor’j
gtuea onljj qtaUtatve agreement with the experimental data
[14]. If the CR/DV model is used, then the scheme A (with fitted
and p2) gives slightly better aeement with the experiment than
the scheme B (of. curves 1 and 2 in Fig.2a). Eut the latter is
simpler, since all free parameters are calculated. Thed
model, applied to tRj—molecules, is closer to the experiment than
the ED model with freely rotating molecules cf. curves 2 arid 3 in
Fig.2b). The main disagreement between the theory and experiment is
seen in the infrared region near the translational absorption peak
(V 40—200 cm1), see Fig.2 and 3. From Fig. 3b it is evident that
the experimental loss curve (v) falls just between the two
theoretical ones ( for DWP and. ED models). We may suppose that some
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inteediate value of the inteoieou1ar field (between .45 Tor
P model arid p for mode) may provide better agreement with the experimen
In Fig.4 we compare the theoretical and xperimentai plots
&‘ (E ) in the FIR spectral region. it is seen that if the EW? model
is applied for [R-moieoules then the introduction of the second
Debye relaxation time noreases the disagreement between the
theoretical and experimental plots E”( ) (of. curve I for
with curve 2 for tD2O Fig. 4a). On the other hq a’ the model,
applied to [R]—moleouies, is markedly worse than DWP model (of.
curve I in Fig.4a with curve I in Fig.4b).
In Fig.5 we compare the contributions of CL]— and CR]-
molecules to the complex susceptibility and absorption. As is seen,
the latter contribute to the loss and absorption more than [ L2molecules only
in a relatively narrow band near 200
5 CONClUSION
A microscopic molecular model , based on an analytical
description of two nda o,t roDatIorz.1 rnoton of E20 molecules, is
elaborated. The oenirai idea of the suggested calculation scheme is
that E—oonded (LJ-rnotecuZes are re8porbe in liquid water for
almost all static susceptibility X and. for the main loss peaIc s!.
The CR/DWP model gives a qunDtatue description of the Debys
relaxation at microwaves and a qua ttat7ue one in the FIR region (v
< 1000 efl). Some spectral peculiarities in the Debye and FIR
regions are related to the fitted parameters (3,2) of the model.
In our work the lifetimes T and of both rotatLonal states
are equal or nearly equal. This means that both ioci order
potentials Uq and U2 probably change flUtDCfl.eOU.3iy because of the
-Brownian tnoticn.
f we use the 1efinitiori of a collision tirne ¶ introduced in
ref. ‘1 • we find that
j(p) _3/2(D2/12)[T(2f/21’ (5i)
For CR3—molecules in the scheme A we have:
y(1.45)=O,396, that is
‘R=°107 ps . ç. (5.2)
Using data of Appendix B we find for CIJ-molecules:
y(4.384)=1,376, that is ¶_=O.03 ps 5’s. (5,3)
Hence, the lifetime is close to the collision time while the lifetime”L
H—bonded molecules is much longer than the cllision time ‘ . On the contrary,
in simple (nonassociated) liquids, such as CH3 F , the collision time is twice the
lifetime L . So, we may conclude that librations in
liquid water exist in
much more distinct form than in liquids without H—bonds.
The field DWP model with cos2—p tential profile gives the
better description of the CR3—molecules dielectric response than
the model. To the value p=i .45 of the field parameter
corresponds the potential well depth U 23T. The amplitude of
rotation, 3R’ of CR3—molecules may be ev
aated as [‘10]
11
=
(p)’V V2 or at p = 1.45
Thus the rotational mobility in this sub—ensemble is approximately
twice that of the [L]—niolecules.
In Sec.4 it was suested that forç vaiues of p (or of the
intermolecular potential U) the theory tnay better agree with the
experiment in the vicinity of the translational peak . This idea
was confixned on the example Qf (V) frequency dependence after
this work was finished. So it seems that for {Rj—moleoules the
effective intermolecular field U0 may be near or t±il less
t;haji th I Fl value.
Tb (R modhi w th the infinitely )uh rec t;aultr’ p0 ten tial
well gives tht I ndwidth the FT. libra ona pak toeetIin thi
experimental orLt Fi.2). On the oIj}r hand, as it may be
shown, the prop (at; w) bandwidth of a simple oos—potentiai
well is too narrow for liquid watci’ arid this cannot he applied to
describe the dielectric response of [Ij—moleoules. So thepe is a
need to elaborbate a new model for E—librators with TJ() profile
which may be in some sense intenediate between the mentioned
potential wells.
Appendix A4 EVAL1JATIO O Tt FREE OD1 PABARS
In the vicinity of the Draat1ona1. 2DrptQfl pef we retain
for simplicity only the susceptibility x2 due to {]—moleoule)
a first approximation we may write :
W 4%(W)
r(v)= n -i- 4’t(V); c$(v)=— = 2
CTico
1 1 1 1
= GL2(z), L2(z)=
2 = —[ + isp-z 2p p-z p+z
Omitting bh non—resonant tern (pz)1 we tirLve the oinula foi
the absorp t ion coc fflo len t:
4r I 4rq () 2xj
n
ITh[
r2z =
(Al)
This function of X reaches its maximum value (22) where
XR=2flCVR=V3+y mus,
2WG 2G9
?
2, (A2)
CT)Ti 7j C1]T.
= /J//2. (A3)
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The bandwidth o L’ th’ f.ino hion p. (x) un hh level 1/2 is found from
ih oonli h ion
Ax I Ax
, herio- x_; + 2j7
Ax.= 29urOAV= /4-fJ -
=
4!J2 =
(A5)
Thus, we have ot estimations (311 )—(314)
Tn hhe vioinity of a librabional peak V1 we retain only y (x)
term in (23a):.
(ü3’ 47izrX(x)
Cfl CflT)
ml
For simplicity we examine the limit y-O and retain only the first term
of the
sum in (2.5). Since Y1 , we have
x)=
Since E1 (—D—1O) — E1(), we obtain for =Q:
= t7G(1_r)8p();
funo t ion goes through i h s maximum
maxt(p1 ()= (3/2)3exp(—3/2) at x 2 = ,_=L 2cv_ (A6)
This estimation gives the relation (39) of to V_
The banlwiJth AX_of the i.ibpational peak 4 found from hbe
LI
equation
r Ax 1
PV —j = (3/2)”exp(—3/2),2
that is —ft36 ut-i (Ar,
For the chosen value of the bandwidth defined in (A7) is
greater than experimental value 570 cm’
)t ing tha 8. /‘f = ifl — 3j
—
we obtain the eLmai;ion (31O) for hhe peak al)sorption:
4G J (3/2)exp(—3/2)crn f
ci)
-
1 -
To estimate the statio (at x=0) value of the speotral fanotiori,
we write
a
• s1n
= [i — erp() E1(y)] and = 1—
At small 3 and y 0 the sum reduocs to (2/3)V,
L L’ ) (A9)1’1
Now we apply for example these formulae io liqui..d water ab
T=300K.T7sin the data rrom Table 1, Wt- oaloulate the time soale
r1
and a number of dimensionless Paarneters;
r1=0.0423 ps, G=1.938, g=2.11, g1=0.112, XR=lS94
From (3.9) we find: (3=0.36, i.e. (3=20.6°. Sinoc VR 120
CTfl, we may estimal;e T2 and r from (3.14) and (3.12): T2=0.177 pe
and r=0.047. Thus, p = p2 = 1 .592. We may take = 0.2 ps.
The self—consistency of these estimations is evidenif we ca
lculate the peak
absorption (3.O); j42 cm , which is close to the experimental value
t5 cm1 . On the other hand, the values
of and found from the more
accurate equations(3.7), (3.8) and the fitted value of p also agree with the above
estimated quantities.
Appendix B. THE EMPLRICAL LIEBE-HUFFORD-MANABE (LiOl) FORMULA FOR THE
COMPLEX PERMITTIVITY OF LIQUID WATER
An analytical empirical description of applicable to liquid water over
wide range of frequencies and temperature has been suggested by Lebe, Hufford and
Manabe 12 . Their LD1 formula comprises two
Uebye (relaxational) terms and two resonance (Lorentz) ones:
IC E—E E—502 I i 3
S = _t{ 3t2L
-
(31)
where f/ (2t)=vc is the frequency in HZ (t;his should riot; be Consed
—with the not’tnal1zd lihrt1on amplitude f=2/7C in he (R rnoIl),
=77.66—i03.38, =O.O6718,
7=(20.2+14.48+31O)010c,
fS.1io1012, f=18.2o1O12, ()
r1=4.46ü1o2, r2=15.4o102,
A =25.O3°1O, A=282.40lO,
300 300 ‘LL 2
T 273.1 5+TC° — I
Tt folloWs fiom (BI) that at T=3OCYK (or 8=0) the relaxation.
times of the fivst (main) and the seoond (if this exists) Debyc
regions and the corresponding values and are, x’espeotively:
7.88 ps, 5.21 and TD2 = 0.2 ps, 3.52
On the o her hand, in the Lorentz line approximation, for
whioh L(p2 — z2), we may estimate , using he empiri[parame fers
(B2), some he field parameters of our DWP model:
—
_
2 2,
=
—
= 1.2
At the frequenoy VR of a translational ah6or’ption peak we may
put approximately A1 = 4Ur/(29Urj)2 , from which we estimate the
propor[1i ri P of {R)—partioles: P = OO73.
For the libraLLonal band (in terms ol’ IHM we use subsorip 2
in thi8 oaee) similar estimations give:
p.. = 21—= 4.384; 1= 6 p1 = 0.286 (=16.4°).
These estimations agree with ithat, given in Seo.3 and in the
Appendix A, although they are independent of 1he latter. Thus, we
may relate some of the paraineters o1 (Bi) approximation to a number
of the physical onaraoeristioe of a molecular model.
T should be n.üt,d 1ha1 in Seo.4 wC use the notation. T
and inst,ad of t and E -
— ‘j9 —
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bbi I J.Lito b
flielentri, potra otE LHlIilu. Watt rn [.he axit iOfl
hivi hy .‘ (v) ( ‘ L) lcr
CP/’DWP model (solid lines 1) anti
Curve 3 — experiment 1141
F1.2. Absorpfion ooffioint a(v) frequency dependence: for
the OR/DWP model (a) and the OP/ED model (h)
Curves I and 2 — CR/DWP model fox’ schemes A and B; poinhs 3 —
experiment [14]; curve 4 — OR/ED mode]. for scheme A.
F1g43. ‘ (v) (a) and (v) (b) plots in aubmillimher and FTP
regions. All notation, as in Fi.2.
Fig.4. 8’ (8’) plot for the CPJDWP model (a) and the CR/ED
model (b). Curves I and 2 — the results of calculation for the
relaxation time TD2 equal to zero (1) and to 0.2 ps (2). Points 3
—
for experimental data [14). Curves 4 — for the LEM empirio
formula [12). The two marks in the abscissa axis 8’ correspond to
the values [12] S and of the main and the second Debyc
regions.
F1g.5 Contributions of CL]— and [P.]— molecules ho the real
V
part of the susceptibility ‘ (x)-Ii loss X’(X)(Q)b) and,iormalized
absorption .z%’(x) (e). Curves 1’,l’ and I for [31)—molecules;
curves 2’ ,2’ and 2 for [P.]— molecules. Scheme A.
Fig.i.
rt1on: it-a]L
(v’ (b). Oa].cuiations for hht
OP/Er) model (dashtd lines 2).
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